GPS

The Laser Clear® transparent antenna is an innovation bought about by the need for discreet and high performance antennas used on wireless communication systems.

This planar and transparent antenna, designed to be mounted inside the windshield, has been engineered to give exceptional performance for GPS reception. The connector at the antenna end has a built-in microchip low noise amplifier (LNA) to boost the gain at the source by 23dB.

Its patented construction uses a conductive element on a clear and flexible substrate. The proprietary connector interfaces the antenna with RG174 coaxial cable for flexible installation ease.

“*If you haven’t seen our Laser Clear products, then we’ve done a good job*”

**TRANSPARENT**

hence virtually invisible. Using our patented and proprietary manufacturing procedure, which forms a conductive circuit on a clear polyester backing.

**THEFT & VANDAL PROOF**

being mounted on the inside of the windshield there is no opportunity for theft or vandalism. No problems with wind noise or car wash problems.

**EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE**

compared to in-vehicle mounted GPS antennas is achieved through the geometry of the printed circuit artwork and the direct connection of the antenna to the coaxial cable. Being mounted on the windshield gives this antenna a large “view” of the sky and satellites, a feature not possible by dashboard mount antenna systems.

**LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER (LNA)**

in addition to the passive gain (4.5dBi) of the antenna, the connector at the antenna end has a built-in LNA to boost the gain by an additional 23dB.
**GPS Specifications**

**Quality Transparent Antennas**

**Electrical**

- **Radiator:** 2 x half-wave dipole 90 degrees phase shift
- **Bandwidth:** >50MHz
- **Antenna Gain:** (Passive) 3dBi  
  (Active) 27dB
- **System Gain:** 30dB = Antenna + LNA
- **VSWR:** < 1.2:1 @ Band center
- **LNA Operating Voltage:** +3 ~ +5v

**Cable & Connector**

4 metre RG174 with Snap-On coaxial connector at antenna end and FME female at equipment end (or for extension coax cable)
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